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Warns Russia
P011 -SCI Professor OnU.S. Laos
Coalition

Defines ’Heretic’ Rebels Must Stop

A bill to establish a committee
to smooth the ASB government’s
A heretic was characterized yesiaange of hands each year was
introduced by senior represents- terday as "not necessarily a nonMe Jud Clark in the regular believer, but merely one who bemeeting of Student Council yester- lieves in the wrong thing," by Dr.
day.
Frederic Weed, head of the politThe proposed committee, which
ical science department, in his dismaild include two faculty member,. would be charged with pro- cussion of the book, "Faith of a
viding orientation meetings and Heretic," written by Walter Kauftraining sessions for new officers mann.
before their installation. It would
Speaking informally at the book
also be responsible for planning talk in the cafeteria, Dr. Weed
the
student
govconducting
and
received the book written by the
ernment retreat after spring ASB Princeton university philosophy
new
acquaint
officers
to
elections
professor which investigates a
sith their duties.
man’s effort to find meaning in
according
to
committee,
The
religion.
serve
to
smooth
out
would
Clark,
Dr. Weed said that Kaufmann’s
the transition in government durobjective is to urge readers to coning its most difficult period of
the year the time between elec- sider or reconsider with him their
views on religion, organized retion of officers and the fall semester.
This, said Clark, would assure
the student body the continuance
of needed programs and services
Tomorrow is the last day to
started by the previous adminissubmit petitions for class offices,
tration.
In other business, Clark an- in order to be placed on the ballot
nounced that the annual student for class elections Wednesday and
government retreat will be held Thursday.
May 18-19 at Asilomar.
The forms, available in the ColThe meet, which is expected to lege Union, 315 S. Ninth St., must
draw some 60 students, will in- be turned in before 1:30 p.m.,
clude reports by ASB exectuive according to election board chairofficers on the progress of the man Carlton Parks.
past year and suggested course of
All political parties must also
action.
Student Council also went on register by that time.
An orientation meeting, which
record yesterday, as favoring a
plan to bring a touring French must be attended by all candidates
theatrical company for an SJS or their representatives, will be
tomorrow at 4 p.m, in the Union.
performance.

ligion, theology and allied subjects.
"With honesty as his avowed
criterion, he is more anxious to
educate than shock, knowing at
the same time that for many the

Class Elections

Fraternity Pledges Stage
Mysterious Tower Raid

DR. FREDERIC WEED
. . reviews book
shock will be great," Dr. Weed
emphasized.
He quoted Kaufmann as saying,
"what keeps most men in Christian countries from being heretics
. . . is that they do not publicly
avow their disbelief."
Drawing on the Princeton professor’s philosophical beliefs, Dr.
Weed said there is much in Kaufmann’s book that shows he is a
lineal descendent of 19th century
rationalism.
"The author has long been interested in Nietzsche, also of the
19th century, and shares the spirit
of skepticism," Dr. Weed added.
Moving from the philosophic
foundations to specific comments
on religious beliefs, Kaufmann investigates the Old and New Testaments, morality and death.
Dr. Weed explained that Kaufmann sums up a great deal of
theology as "gerrymandering" and
accuses theologians in general, and
certain great ones in particular,
of stacking evidence arbitrarily to
justify preconceived conclusions.

By JESSE CHAMBERS
t’winicting reports concerning a mysterious short lived raid
Monday night on the Tower, home of the honorary fraternity Tau
Delta Phi, began leaking into the Spartan Daily yesterday.
One informant, who understandably prefers to remain anonymous,
stated that two pledges of the honorary fraternity broke into the
Tower about 10:51 p.m. Monday by breaking a window.
"I discovered the pledges and told them to leave which they
hastily did," the source declared.4- "About 15.ae two pledges returned with about a 15 man fore Dr. Weed added, "Kaufmann is
and claimed control of the Tower.’
a skilled writer with the strong
the active said.
sardonic sense which sometimes
VASHINGTON ’UPI) -- Labor accompanies an appreciation of
OVERNH:HT Vital.
reGoldberg
the ultimate."
The active stated that he cou- Secretary Arthur J.
rageously stayed in the Tower’s ported yesterday that unemployand
top deck all night while the ment fell by 430,000 in April
pledges consolidated their position called the development an "enand set up amplifying equipment couraging sign."
The labor department’s official
to broadcast the news of their
release said, however, that the
conquest.
seasonal
"I cot up about 6 a.m. Tuesday decline to 3.9 million was
and loural two sleeping guards, so The release, prepared by departI bravely dismantled the broad- ment experts, said there was "no
jobless
When "BMOC" (Big Man On
casting unit," the informant de- significant change" in the
picture.
Campus). the 1962 Revelries show,
claret. "before slipping out."
Goldberg reported that both to- opens tomorrow’ night, at 8:15 in
The pledges remained in control
and nonfarm em- Morris Dailey auditorium, no one
of the Tower until about 3:30 p.m. tal employment
ployment increased last month to will accuse director Kevin SeligTuesday when actives returned in
new April highs. Goldberg said
tome
this was "additional evidence we
’REAL GONE’
are continuing to emerge in a vigCompleting the picture, a re- orous manner from the recession
port came in from a member of of a year ago."
the pledge raiding force maintainBut he told a news conference
ing that when the actives returned, that last month’s unemployment
tore the door off and charged up- total, even though one million less
stairs. the pledges had laughingly than in April, 1961, still was
and mysteriously vanished.
"much too high."
"The actives left the door layThe total number of jobholders
ing around after it had been re- rose by 711,000 to an April level
Moved and an alert pledge picked of 67 million, highest ever for that
iln. the secretive informant month. Nearly two-thirds of the
Chuckled . "We have it now."
gain came in nonfarm industries.
Giving a slightly different view where employment set an April
Of the active In the tower over- record of 62 million.
night. the pledge said, "We held
Reflecting the failure of unemhim captive until he was thrown ployment to decline more than
out Tuesday morning to spread the seasonally, the jobless rate held
) S:
Word of the seizure.
steady at 5.5 per cent of the labor
%4I
"This is not the endwe have force. That was the March readCATHI PURCELL
Other plans to take and hold the ing. In February the rate was 5.6
. . -out-of-character
Tower until the end of initiating per cent. In April, 1961, it was
Poremonies Friday," he said know- 6.9 per cent.
man of type-casting his players.
lady.
The April, 1962, rate meant that
The two least type-casted playThe Tower room was given to 55 of every 1000 men and women ers in the rollicking musical -com’he fraternity for its exclusive use In the labor force were out of work
ely are freshman Jim Giussi and
s 1927 by President MacQuarrie. and looking for a job.
junior Cathi Purcell, who play
optimistic
was
1.011 Delta Phi is the oldest fraAsked if he still
two of the top roles in the show.
I’mitY on campus, being founded that unemployment would drop to
s 1916 as an
Glussi, a speech and drama maeducation fraternity 4 per cent by mid -1963, Goldberg
lost later expanded to include all said he hoped so hut he could not jor from Palo Alto, fills the role
, p.r..
of Hugo C. Winterfield, winner of
predict it would happen,

Unemployment Fall
Goldberg Reports

WASHINGTON (UP!) -- The
United States yesterday warned
Russia that it would be impossible
to form a coalition government in
Laos unless the Communist -led
Pathet Lao rebles stop their military action.
Acting Secretary of State
George W. Ball and Assistant Secretary W. Averell Harriman delivered the warning during a 30minute conference with Soviet
Ambassador Antoly F. Dobrynin.
Emerging from the session, Dobrynin declined to commit his
government to helping restore
peace in Laos.
As he left the building after 30
minutes, Dobrynin was asked
whether Russia would take an initiative to restore the cease-fire
in Laos, disrupted by last weekend’s Communist seizure of Nam
Tha, a government stronghold.
"You think there is necessity
for this on either side?" Dobrynin
responded.
Asked about the talk, he said,
"We discused the Laos situation."
He declined to go into detail.
The purpose of the meeting was
to underscore U.S. fears that a
full-scale civil war might erupt in
Laos if a cease-fire is not achieved
quickly.
Officials indicated U.S. Ambassador Llewellyn E. Thompson,
who gave the sante message to
Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei
Gromyko in Moscow Tuesday, got
title by way of a Soviet reaction.
For that reason, officials said,
it was decided to make a second
approach through Dobrynin.
So far, however, officials said
the action appeared to be a local
one, and there was no evidence
the Communists were mounting a
major offensive to sweep through
the country.
-------

SPU Speech
"Conversion to a Peace Time
Economy," will be Dr. Bud Hutchinson’s topic when he speaks before the Student Peace Union this
afternoon at 3:30.
Dr. Hutchinson, SJS professor
of business and economics, will
speak in rooms A and B of the
cafeteria. The lecture is open to
everyone.
SPU is a temporarily recognized
campus organization according to
John McCarthy, chairman of the
programs committee. Adviser to
the group of some 50 students is
Mark Sheehan, English instructor.

By JOHN FARMER
San Jose State faculty and administrators are "reluctant to endorse" present plans to organize a
joint dectural program with the
University of California, the Spartan Daily learned yesterday.
"There was a general reluctarice
to endorse the program as it now
stands." Dr. James Brown, dean uf
the graduate division, told the
Daily yesterday in describing a
meeting of SJS administrators.
Division deans, area chairmen,
department heads and graduate
coordinators met yesterday f or
two hours to hear reports on joint
doctoral plans.
STATE COLLEGE Ph.D.
T h e proposed program, which
would provide Ph.D. degrees
through the state colleges in cooperation with the University of
California, was described as "very
near" by Dr. Glenn S. Ihunke,
chancellor of the California state

’Freedom Like Air
ays Past FBI Man
"A good policeman is anticrime; a good doctor is antidisease; a good American is antiCommunist." This declaration was
made by Malcolm Champlin, former Navy officer and FBI special
agent, in a speech "What’s Right
With America," sponsored by Students Against Communism yesterday morning in the cafeteria.
Champlin, an organizer for the
Schwarz anti -communism school
in Oakland, stated that Americans
need not apologize for the precepts of American democracy and
the revolutionary ma n ner by
which they were formed. He cautioned, however, that too much
control in the hands of government is dangerous.
He drew an analogy to the
devastation caused by a forest
fire started only by a sing le
match.
"Strychnine, when administered
in very, very small doses, is go.sI
medicine for specific needs. U.
out of control, strychnine is
medicine. Again, government
like that.
"Freedom Is like airyou neve:
miss it until you choke" he said
Escapees from so-called "people’s
paradise" rebel and vote against
c om munism "with their feet,
through the sewers, over the land
mines, through the barbed wire
to freedom."
Examining the philosophy of a
"modern liberal," Champlin said,
that, at best, such a person has no
philosophy except expediency, and
at worst, he is a real reactionary

Seligman Avoids Type-Casting
Of Players in Tomorrow’s ’BMOC’
the independents’ nomination for
student body president.
As Hugo, Jim plays a lumpish
clot with the personality of a
jelly-fish. According to a Motivational Research project, however, Hugo is the perfect candidate
to appeal to "the common man."
In reality, Giussi is completely
different from the character he
plays.
A member of Sigma Pi fraternity, Giussi admits "I’m strictly
Greek, while Hugo is an independent to the umpteenth degree.
"I like the role of Hugo although
it is tough to play because he is
such an extremely shy character,"
Giussi added.
Cathi, meanwhile, agrees she is
also "out -of-character" in her role
as Marigold, a dedicated, rah-rah
sorority girl.
"In ’BMOC’ Marigold is a stereotype of snobbery in a hypothetical
sorority," Cathi explained.
"Actually, I’m about as independent as possible and I’ve never
had time to join any Greek group."
she declared.
A drama major and art history
minor, ("anti has applied her
drama -art talents to costume designing and back -stage production
as well as on-stage acting.
"BMOC," written by former
SJS student Ray Parkinson, revolves around the Greek -independ-

colleges, in his Founders’ Day
speech at SJS.
The Chancellor is the chairman
of a joint committee set up to
work out the program and resolve
problems between the state college system and the university.
A report on the organization
and procedures for a joint program was presented at yesterday’s
administrative meeting by In-.
Brant Clark, professor ot psychology and a member of the special
study committee.
Under the proposals Dr. Clark
outlined yesterday, later released
to the Daily by the graduate office, a joint graduate board would
be created to administer the program.
QUALIFYING GROUP
Doctoral study programs would
be established between the state
colleges and the University of
California, with students admitted
by a joint qualifying committee.
"It would be very difficult for

ent controversy which pops up
during student body election time.
As the independents’ presidential candidate, Giussi joins with
Carl Finwall, Dave McClellan and

who wants increased control and
regulation by government.
"The dynamic force on the campus today appears to be conservatism, not the dead hand of
’modern liberalism,’" the spectacled speaker asserted.
"Remember that government
produces nothing." he said. "It
simply takes from A to give to I
.... Government is an ever grov,
log octopus, reaching out its ten
tacles from Washington. Regan!
lea of party, as good American keep the raging tiger of govert
ment limited and in chains. Let
breathe."
The speaker, who is a partne
in the Oakland law firm of Stark
& Champlin, urged his listeners to
read "Masters of Deceit," by J.
Edgar Hoover: "You Can Trust
the Communists--To Do As They
Say They Will," by Dr. Fred
Schwarz; and "The Naked Communist," by Cleon Skousen.

the student to survive a program
leading to a Ph.D, degree under
such a joint program," Dr.
Richard Mewaldt, associate professor of zoology and a speaker at
yesterday’s meeting. explained
at terward.
"He would have to meet the
standards of both institutions, including special residence requirements, he cootinued.
"The student would be working
with joint committees, and it is
difficult enough to get professors
from one campus together, let
alone professors from separate
campuses.
’MORE DIFFICULT’
"The average doctoral carulidate, if marginal in any portions
of his academic position, would
find it more difficult in a joint
program that) under a situation
administered by one institution or
the other."
Dr. Mewaldt stated he felt
"there should be support of our
present masters program, through
greater staff, enrichment of graduate courses, increases in library
holdings and greater research facilities in the disiciplines that require laboratory procedures.
"We should accomplish these
objectives in our masters program
before considering to seriously embarking on a doctoral progarrn,"
added Dr. Mewaldt.
Dr. Clark, when contacted by
the Daily following yesterday’s
meeting, relayed through the Psychology department secretary that
he "had no comment at this time."

3-Nation Body
Demands Laos
Cease-Fire

By MICHAEL T. MALLOY
VIENTIANE, Laos (UPI)
Communist rebel forces pursued
retreating royal army troops
southward yesterday as the International Control commission attempted to end the renewed fighting in the Laotian war.
The Reds captured Muong Sing
last week, drove an estimated
5000 royal army defenders out of
the northern provincial capital of
Nam Tha after a thundrous ar"Nanook of the North." the tillery barrage Sunday, and capclassic full length feature of Eski- tured two more towns Monday.
The attacks were considered by
mo in the drama of real life, and
Walt Disney’s "Nature’s Half the United States and Britain to
Acre," are today’s classic films be violations of the year-old
cease-fire. Members of the ICC
presentations.
The films will be presented at composed of India, Poland and
3:30 this afternoon and again at 7 Canada went to the Communist
rebel headquarters at Khang Khay
p.m.
Both performances will be in to find out vs hy the cease-fire was
broken and to attempt an immeConcert Hall.
Robert Flaherty, producer of diate end to the new hostilities.
"Nanook," wanted to show in his
When asked by ICC members
1922 film that the motion picture about their pursuit after Nam
could draw the character of an Tha, the rebels replied: "We want
Eskimo hunter so powerfully that to talk to them ’the royalist
the character would become fa- forces), but they keep running
mous all over the world.
away."
The power of the motion picture
The rebels said they had taken
as a medium of communication
Nam Tha only after government
was also demonstrated two years
, forces had a band.ined it, now
later when Nanook died of starvacould find "nobody to give it back
tion in sub-artic Canada. Reports
to."
of his death were published as far
The rebel leaders did say they
away as Tokyo.
were ready at any time for talks
"Nature’s Half Acre." one in a
with the royal government, but
series of Disney’s "true life adwould not say if they would stop
ventures." depicts the continuity
their renewed attacks. Aytab Sing,
of life throughout the four seasons
ICC chairman, said he felt chances
and nature’s plan of caring and
for peace "depend on whether we
providing for all.
1 get the direct talks going."
The commander in chief of the
Royal Laotian Army, meanwhile,
was reported taking personal
’charge of rallying government
troops routed by the Red rebels
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Eskimo Featured
In Classic Film

Computer Class
Slated For June

4man aiir.

JIM GIUSSI
Albert Nelvin in the wild world
of politics.
The girls get int., the act, adding
the warmly humorous touch of
romance, with Marigold, as the
snobbish sorority girl, Betty Hartnell (Judy Goins) as the slightly
risque sorority sister, and Felicity
Cosgrove (Marian Stave), as the
painfully shy admirer of Hugo,
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Coed Receives Free Trip
To Missouri for ’Weekend’
Once a year. the fraternities of
Missouri Institute of Science and
Technology hold a "Greek weekend" dut Mg which open house
and informal afternoon parties
are climaxed by Sunday night
banquet dinners. This year’s
weekend begins tomorrow in
Rolla, 40 miles southwest of St.
Louis.

JANE JOHNSON
. . . Missouri -bound

A month ago, one of the fraternities, Kappa Alpha, wrote to
the Chi Omega sorority here at
SJS requesting one of its members. Jane Johnson, to attend
since she is the girl fi iend of one
of the fraternity’s members. It
asked whether the sorority could
participate in a joint effort to
raise enough money to send her
to Rolla for the occasion. The
sorority responded $350 was
raised for the sound-trip jet fare
to St. Louis and back.
So Jane leaves this afternoon
from San Francisco international
airport to see her boy friend,
Roger Chapin jr., a mathematics
and science major, whom she met
when both were working in a
Montana resort during the summer two years ago.
A senior in home economics
education, Jane and Roger correspond regularly when both are
attending school.
By tonight, however, there’ll
be no need for the postal system.
As for the trip home, Jane will
return although she concedes, "I
don’t want to."
Her boy friend may feel the
same wayonce he discovers she
is there.

Fitzgerald Concert Coming Saturday
iia Fitzgerald. well-known
singer of popular music, will ap-

The singer’s local show is presented by the San Jose Music
and Arts foundation.

pear in concert with the Paul
Smith trio Saturday at 8:30 p.m.
at civic auditorium.
Tickets to "An Evening with
Ella Fitzgerald" are available at
$4, 83.50, $3 and $2.50 at Wendell Watkins management, Sherman Clay, 89 S. First St. Telephone orders will be accepted.
Miss Fitzgerald rose to prominence in the music world after
she wrote and recorded "A-Tisket A-Tasket." A familiar concert, nightclub, television and recording artist, the singer has
made numerous concert tours of
the United States and Europe.

’Potpourri’ Opens
3-day Run Today
"Potpourri," an SJS Children’s
Theater production, opens its
three-day run at 4 o’.clock this
afternoon in Studio Theater.
The children’s program will
also be presented Friday at 4 p.m.
and Saturday at 10:30 a.m. and
2 p.m.
Tickets are available at 50
cents at the College Theater box
office, Fifth and San Fernando
sts., weekdays from 1-5 p.m.
Magic and puppet shows are
included in the Speech and
Drama department’s presentat ion.

TYPEWRITER

RENTALS

Special Student Rates
latest models
Free d, ,,ery
fully guaranteed
Free F,-1, ri
no deposit
Free er d-ge
124 E. San Fernando

"We’re next to Cal Book"

CY 3-5283

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO.

Join our straw party
see straws by the stack topped with fanciful
decor or stripped almost bare; heels corked
to suntime heights, carved in wood or leather.
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COMING!

FLIT WHY CAN’T YOU JUT BLOW
OK.OK,IVA
OTHER FELLOW5!"
YEK WORN LIKE

Correspondent Explains
Kennedy Policy Origin

FORCE MEETS FORCE
It was at Vienna in early June
that Khrushchev served an ultimatum on Kennedythat the allies get out of Berlin and declare it a "free city" by the first
of the year or lose all their
rights there in a separate Soviet peace treaty with Communist East Germany.
In Washington and in weekend conferences at Hyannis Port,
Mass., with State department
and defense officials and with
U.S. ambassadors summoned
home from abroad, the U.S.
reply began to take shape.
It was a steady buildup of
U.S. military strength, accompanied by clear warnings to
Khrushchev that any move
against Berlin could touch off
a nuclear war.
In Europe, two U.S. ambassadors explained it to this correspondent this way:
"The President is determined
that the United States shall not
be swayed by Soviet tactics of
hot and cold, and that U.S. and
allied military strength must be
built up steadily to meet any
condition."
In the past year there have
been tangible results.
An important one was that the
end of the year passed without
Soviet action.
Militarily. the United States:
Increased its manpower in
Europe.
Resumed nuclear testing.
Turned over five nuclear armed Polaris submarines to
NATO.
Built up its European weapons stockpiles and permitted disclosure that it was experimenting with floating arms depots

in Southeast Asia. The:,e depots
permit the United States to fly
troops to any emergency areas
and to have weapons and equipment already awaiting them.
Disclosed that it has set as
a goal the ability to fly two divisions to Europe within a matter of days.
Relaxed its nuclear security
to the extent that it now will
permit its NATO allies to know
the locations and extent of nuclear stockpiles in their individual countries. It gives the
allies reassuring knowledge of
U.S. striking power and its consequent deterrent force on the
USSR.
In his report to the nation on
his Vienna meeting with Khrushchev the President enunciated
another important point of U.S.
policy. He said:
". . . the chances of a dangerous misjudgment on either
side should now be less . . . the
men on whose decisions the
peace, in part, depends have
agreed to remain in contact."
In short, the President will
keep on talking but he believes
his policy of strength is paying
off.
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Leonard D’Ae

Editor:
I shall appreciate the services
of Spartan Daily in conveying
to the faculty an explanation of
the source of the copies of the
paper "Who is Today’s True
Liberal’?" which were placed in
faculty mail boxes last week.
The distribution of copies of
this talk by Dr. V. Raymond
Edman, president of Wheaton
college, was a service of Students Against Communism which
I authorized as the faculty adviser of that group.
I regret any misunderstanding which may have resulted
in the reception of this excellent
paper due to my failure to identify each copy with the endorsement which this letter now provides.
E. S. Carrnlck
Associate Professor of
lailtiOrial Engineering

Election Official
Answers Questions
Editor:
Having served as an election
official in the recent ASB elections, I wish to answer the question posed by Kathie Russo in
yesterday’s Thrust and Parry.
1) The reason "innumerable,
obviously stereotyped, political
campaign letters" have been
printed in Thrust and Parry favoring Steve Larson is ridiculously apparentthe authors simply
were for Steve Larson being
elected.
2) The election board did not
condone "the attempted silencing
of a new political party on campus," "nor did it seek to discredit
this party by beclouding the issues of eligibility." The simple
truth is this would-be party failed
twice to register by the deadlines
set for it and therefore could not
campaign as a party, which it
did illegally anyway.
3) The reason Bill Sumner, the
third vice presidential candidate,
was not consulted over certain
campaign violations made by
Steve Larson was because the
charges were brought forth by
Bill Erdman, not Bill Sumner.

CY 5-6670

In any modem court of law, isMet are settled only between
the accuser and the accused, excluding involved third parties.
4) It is completely false that
the ballot boxes were not locked
during Thursday’s voting. I personally, shuttled the boxes back
and forth between the polls and
the College Union, where they
were emptied and the ballots
sorted. The boxes were not unlocked until they were inside the
locked room where the ballots
were kept--they were locked
again before being taken from
the room.
5) The reason the ballots
counted Thursday were not
counted in the presence of witnesses representing all candidates was: These representatives
could have used Thursday’s results in their campaigning on Friday, thus unfairly influencing
Friday’s voting.
I urge Miss Russo to get her
facts straight and not to allow
passible personal animosities to
warp these facts.
Tom Parker
ASB 11537

Who Will Get
Brotherhood Label?
Editor:
Politics seem rather strange
at times. First Henry Hammer
criticized Dr. Stanton for being
in favor of peace and brotherhood. Then Mr. Hammer’s supporters said that Henry not only
talks about brotherhood but also
"lives it." Perhaps Mr. Hammer
and his fans should get together
and decide which candidate is
going to get the peace and
brotherhood label.
Ronalind Ratliff
ASB 12499

Campaign Directors
Give Thanks
Editor:
The very gratifying success of
the campus seatbelt campaign
was a result of help by many.
Special credit for the campaign’s success goes to William
Felse, business manager for Student Affairs, and his most cooperative staff in THI6, and to
Harry Wineroth, manager, and

his excellent staff at
Spartan
Book Store.
Many thanks, too, to
man and the Student Bill ErtlCouncil,
division deans and department
heads, able secretaries. Alpha
phi
Omega. Mrs. David Kaye
and
alumnae of Alpha Chi
Omega,
George Browne and others
student public relations in a
team
"Queen" Marianne McGaughey,
Michael Dolan of Spartan
Cafe.
teria, Jim Sweeney, Wendell
Brazini and others in the
student team of installers. IS
John
Amos of Buildings and
Grounds,
Ralph Gough and the
campus
security force.
Also to Spartan Daily news
and advertising staffs, the
campus radio-TV news center,
San
Jose Mercury and News, KNIT,
the Campus Digest, Viee-Pres.
William J. Dusel, Pies. John
T.
WahlquIst, colleagues of the College Safety Committee,
David
Kaye and staff of the Santa
Clara County Chapter. National
Safety Council, and to John Hall,
NSC district director.
Campus seathelt sales totaled
1,138. We believe the campus
now has several hundred brandnew traffic safety "salesmen"
who will encourage use of seat.
belts to prevent injuries and to
save lives.
James M. Craig
ASSOC. Prof. of Bacteriology
J. B. Woodson, Jr.
Assoc. Prof. of Journalhon
(’0-direetora,
Campus SeatlwIt Campaign
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ro-,, carry these popular
name brands:

Miss Pat -

Bobbie Brooks
Alice - Fleischman
Muriel Ryan - Fainelia
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455 E. William CY 4-7629
10:30 to 6:00 Mon. through Sat.
12:30 to 9:00 Thurs.
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By PHIL NEWSOM
UPI Foreign News Analyst
Just a short year ago, President Kennedy met in Vienna
with Nikita Khrushchev and
learned at first hand the nature
of his enemy.
It seems probable that out of
that meeting was born the determination for what since has
become administration policy.
This week, in Canberra, Secretary of State Dean Rusk has
been explaining that policy to
U.S. partners in the ANZUS
Pact, Australia and New Zealand.
That meeting followed two
others with U.S. allies in the
NATO and CENTO agreements,
altogether involving 20 nations.
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Revelry & Frivolity
VIP is a Parade
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3:00 County Fairgrounds
1

VIP is Pushcarts
Pushcart Relays 3:30 County Fairgrounds

VIP is Proteins

INE

All School Dinner 5:30 to 7:30 Cafeteria

VIP is a Production

i

1962 REVELRIES
B.M.O.C. (Big Man on Campus)
Friday & Saturday - 8:15 Morris Dailey
Tickets On Sale T. H. 16 At the Door and in front of
the Cafeteria Thursday & Friday 11:30 - 1:30
500 One Student 73
One Student Couple
$1.00 One Non -Student

VIP is a Promenade
Pushcart Dance 9:00 in the in Quad

FRI DAY
All Day

All Night
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Backstage Of An Opera

Cast, Crews Face Difficult Task in ’Don Giovanni
’62 Workshop Rehearses

Mozart’s Masterpiece
The difficult task of prialucing Mozart s. lafTiolli, opera ’’Don
Giovanni" has been undertaken by SJS’ Drama and Music departments for the 1962 opera workshop.

Mozart’s masterpiece, which will be sung in English, will be
produced May 25, 26, 30, and 31 and June 1-2 at it p.m. in College
Theater. ’rickets are on sale at the College Theater box office,
Fifth and San Fernando sta., weekdays from 1-5 p.m. Admission for
students is 50 cents and general, $1.

GREEN KNEESEveryone get, into thi act in Prof. of Drama
Wendell Johnson’s play production class, which designs and
constructs stage settings for all SJS drama presentations. Sandra
Emery and Pat King (r.) slap green paint on their knees as well
as on scenery for "Don Giovanni." Both girls are students in
Johnson’s three-hour lab class and have filled acting roles in
1/ru 1.1.115,ir
other SJS plays,

STEP LIVELY

"Don Giovanni" is the story of the amorous nobleman Giovanni
and his dalliance with the ladies. Giovanni, better known as Don
Juan, kills the father of one of his lady friends, Donna Anna, deceives a lady of his past and dangerously flirts with a married
peasant girl. Giovanni finally gets his just deserts when a statue
or the Donna Anna’s father pulls
him down to hell.
A joint effort of the Drama
and Music departments, "Dots
Giovanni’s" east is made up of
students frotn both departments.
Stage director is Dr. Jack Neenon, associate professor of drama,
and musical director Is Dr. Edwin C. Dunning, assistant professor of music.
Music accompaniment is by
Joan M. Stubbe and Sue Hinshaw

WE OPEN NEXT WEEK
4
I’M NOT VERY GOOD AT THISJames

feels a need for practicing

MacDonald, who portrays Don Octavio in the opera,

the art of makeup.
Ora

CAW [bat

BEATS A TREADLE

HITHER
Leporello,
played by Larry McCommas,
goes through his dramatic lines.
Members of the cast meet for
night rehearsals for two weeks
before the opera’s actual production.
COME

DR. JACK H. NEESON
. . directs stage action

GET A MACHINE
ONE, TWO, THREE, POINTChoreographer
of "Don Giovanni," Miss Margaret Lawler, in-

structor in physical education, leads her eightmember dance group through its steps. The
dancers also fill singing roles in
the opera and add a touch of
colorful gaiety with their minuets
and other classical steps. A majority of the opera’s cast members, including dancers, are students in the Music department,
according to Dr. Neeson. Swinging (I. to r.) ar Miss Lawler, PaAlmada’
tricia Carpio, Joan Forbregd
and Marian Hinshaw.
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FREE CAR HEATERS
ADULTS ONLY

WALK ON THE WILD SIDE
II

Laurance Hvvi

Jane Fonda

Plus
X-15
David Mc La

11

Reuteivis
Alma &

MASTER SEAMSTRESSEd Chilla, one of many male students
in the Drama department’s stage costume classes, sews one of
the last costumes for SJS’ opera. Men who enroll in the classes
begin with very little knowledge about sewing but learn enough
within six weeks to costume complete productions.

PAT BOONE
BOBBY DARIN PAMELA
TIFFIN ANN-MARGRET

.1.TOM EWELL ALICETME,
and at the EL RANCHO
MAJORITY OF ONE

TROPICAIRE
TWINNUE
rST

DRIVE IN

SANTA CLARA AT ;7Ih

CL 8-8144
NORTH SCREEN

MOON PILOT

17

JAZZ

Only
school days*
left to buy LaTorre!

AT

JANKO’S
Every Thurs., Fri., Sat.

SEW, SEWLast minute touches are put onto costumes by
Kevin Seligman (r.) and Bonnie Roseveare, members of a stage
costuming class. Seligman is punching holes in material for
- phoIn by Mu Chollbrrit
lacings.

Mary Moe),

PIRATE &
THE SLAVE GIRL
glom111
4,..DRIVE-111,1
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Sophia Loren
TWO WOMEN
and
Audrey Hepburn
BDFAKFAST AT TIFFANY’S
1111.66...manomMIKEIGIMI

7TOWNE CV
3060
LA BELLE AMERTAINE
THE LADY KILLERS

SOUTH SCREEN

HORROR CHAMBER OF
DR. FAUSTUS
THE MONSTER
EMMKIMMMIEMMOIMIIMIN

I SMILRIDICIII

the

MEXICO

DON RUSSO
TRIO

NEVER HAD IT
SO GOOD

Continuous Entertainment
from 9:30

396 South First
THE MAGIC SWORD
Basil Rethbone 8 Estelle W.s.,,i
TEENAGE MILLIONAIRE

ARATOGA
1433 The Alameda

No sense traveling south of the border to get that lip-smack’n

LUNCHES AND
DINNERS

"A WEEKEND WITH LULU-HOW TO MURDER A RICH UNCLE"

at the corner of 4th and
that serves Mexican food that
That’s right,
tops any you’ll find even in Mexico. The place?
it’s Tico’s Tacos for those delicious tacos plus other equally
tantalizing Mexican dishes. Come in today and discover the
wonderful world of Mexican food at Tico’s Tacos.
Mexican

HOFBRAU STYLE

19 N. MARKET ST.

food.

Right here in San Jose

St. James you’ll find a place

Tico ’s Tacos
4th and St James

I SJSC Yearbook/

Greeks
Sports
Independents
Queens
Personalities
with more color than ever before.
A complete history of Campus life
for 1962.

6

u can purchase
i he
your
$Y
LaTorreo
at
Student
Affairs Business Office

TH 16
Until delivery date
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’Art Major Wins Contest
Earns Position as Editor

10 19621

Negotiations Finished;
Housing Policy Stands

W i n flirt g a national contest women for thc As.,,iated
Wu,
sponsored by Mademoiselle mag- Students.
azine, has landed Mary, Margaret
She was selected Leo
Snaer, SJS commercial art major. as a guest editor on t.
a job as guest art editor to the
second project iv
magazine in New York, June 4 July 3.
Mary won a place on the Mademoiselle college board, the first
step of the contest, by submitting
:I proposed booklet of campus
eiir for incoming freshmen

Negotiations Monday between, ment to continue with currently
the college and householders on approved housing Policies for the
the nine -month contract cuntro- 1962-63 academic year.
veissi has e resulted in an agreriUnder the policy, a student
signs a nine -month contract and
makes a deposit to the householder. If the student fails to keep the
contract by moving from a boarding house, his deposit may be foi :cited.
Women students interested in
According to householders, a demore
women’s
about
the
learning
posit is returned if a student drops
officer program of the United from college because of illness, or
LISBON (UPI) - - Police here
States Marine Corps will be able financial or academic reasons, or
were holding more than 100 perto talk with Major J. W. Parchen, a replacement for him IS found.,
sons yesterday following an outplacement officer. May 14-13 at
break of rioting in which a woman.
Geoffrey Van Loucks, attorney!
the college Placement service.
; was reported killed and nine other
for the householders, said because
The Marine Corps Women Offiwas reported killed and nine
of the college’s new rushirtg procers Training course is available
leave during the first week after finals. Other ;others injured, authoritative
MICRO -BUS -TOUR to the World’s Fair in Secedure, a large problem resulting
to qualified college juniors. senbeing
planned,
trips to Seattle this summer are
attle is being planned by Jack Small, SJS pre isources said.
in numerous student complaints
iors and graduates. Ten weeks of
according to Small.
law major. The 1958 convertible Volkswagen
Four persons were formally tinwill be alleviated.
,111.11. b
Koh,
Carroll
indoctrination training at Quanbus holds eight plus the driver. He plans to
der arrest on charges of stoning
frarushing
students
said
He
MARY SNAER
is
followed
commisby
tico. Va.,
I police, the sources said. More than
. . quest editor
sioning as second lieutenant in the ternities or sororities will no long- I
100
others,
including
five
foreignMarine Corps. and the start of er be required to use in approved
ers
and
an
unspecified
number
of
selected
five
fabrics
and th,igned
two-week rush,’
three years of commissioned serv- housing during the
women, were "held for question- three outfits from each one.
period and may contract for housice.
ing."
In
her
job
as
art editor, Mary
ing after that period.
Major Parchen will be available
A government communique de- will receive professional pay is
According to Pres. John ’r
from 9:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. for disscribed the violence, Portugal’s addition to being honored at lashcussion of the Marine program for Wahlquist, "The college deeply apfourth major riot this year, as a ion shows, tours, luncht-,505 sal
preciates the improvements during
wont.
"Communist maneuver."
parties.
the last few years in the houses
only average about $20 a week
Leaflets circulated Tuesday The 22 -year-old noed hails from
A micro-bus tour to the World’s cafeteria on Seventh at,
tad the standards under which
I
only
but
service
warned that disorders would take Berkeley and was graduated frnm
"I got the idea for starting a on the shuttle
Fair in Seattle, conducted by Jack
:hey are operated."
tour service last semester." Small started last semester." he said place in Lisbon. Police issued Holy Names high schord. She aka
\\ I
Not II is. ‘i our Own
Small, SJS sophomore, is schedto
continue
will
"The college
-said. "I had all this room in the "Morning coffee and door-to-door, -shoot on sight" orders to squads attended California C"liege of
POOL
negotiate with householders for uled to leave here during the first ibus and decided to fill up some service are the main attractions patroling the threatened area, and Arts and Crafts, Oakland City
week
following
finals.
to
stuihanges deemed beneficial
for the shuttle service," Small foreign embassies warned their college and College of the Holy
jof itApartments fur Men
lents." Presiden t Wahlquist
Small, owner and operator of ! The pre-law major said that he added.
i nationals to stay off the streets
IM‘Ine S.18.
-.tate&
the 1958 Volkswagen convertible Ihas made several trips to Los
There is room for fist’ more
type micro-bus, said the tour will Angeles and that it has worked students for the trip to Seattic.
be on a share-the-expense basis out very well.
according to Small. The bus holds
REASONABLE RAT L!.
Besides the weekend charter eight. He added that he would
and stay in Seattle one week. The
be
seen
during
I
tours,
Small
runs
a
shuttle
service
usually
bus
can
!help arrange accommodations for
After the pushcarts races to14nly 2 Blocks to Campus
Tipping, Frosting, or
the day parked in front of the !between Palo Alto and SJS.
the people that needed them and
non -ow, the social affairs comSilver Blond Tinting
Room
Large Recreation
provide daily transportation to
mittee will sponsor a dinner in
With TN’
Ask for
the fair.
:he cafeteria from 5:30 to
Vick ,
Tickets are available at the doi
"Next fall. I plan to run weekMove lo Now
!in- $1.
end service to Squaw Valley and
Look lour Lot ,11/,,I sir a ’’ -it look" Hair Sivie
other winter vacation resorts,"
There will be a free dance in
Reservation being taken now
Open
For summer and Fall Terms.
Small said. "I am always open
253 So, 2nd
’he art quad from 9-12. according
Thurs. & Fri.
/
9
Protein, // Ilen
It,
portant
VIP
Ill
;in all - for weekend tours
-anywhere," he
Sue Bertotti, chairman of the
CY 7-8552
Until 900 P.M.
tc
zte
/,20 S. 9th St.
CY 2-3 78-,
in
the
tomorrow
form!
school
dinner
will
be
held
in
the
campus
on
declared
sircial affairs committee.
cafeteria from 5:30 to 7:30. Miof Very Important, Projects.
tit
VIP stands for Very Important chael Dolan, cafeteria manager.1
. . . pushcart parade, pushcart] said the regular dinner menu will.
relays, proteins, production and be served but dorm residents and I
students will eat together.
promenade.
Very Important Production, in
All these Very Important P’s
will make their appearance tomor- the form of the 1962 Revelries prorow beginning at 2:50 p.m. with Auction "BMOC" (Big Man On
Campus, will open tomorro,
the pushcart parade at the Santa
night at 8:13 in Morris Dane.,
Clara county fairgrounds.
auditorium.
Bands and marching units. rep- , Tickets
for "BMOC" will Is’
resenting the serious living groups
sold at the door,
entered in the pushcarts relays.
VIP will end with Very Import- ,
will kick off the activities.
ant Promenade, the pushcart re Very Important Pushcarts will I .
rays outdoor aance, slated in tho
follow at 3 p.m. with cart entries Art Quad at
9 p.m.
from 12 living groups participating.
VIP also applies to Very I

Marine Officer
To Hold Interview

Lisbon Arrests
Follow Rioting

Sophomore Plans Micro-Bus
Tour of Seattle World’s Fair

LAD 31ANOU

Dinner Slated

DANCE SPECIAL

VIP Comes to Campus Tomorrow
With Five ’Very Important Projects’
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Check your opinions against VIVI’s Campus Opinion Poll 21
0 Which would take more courage?

A WHISTLEA

WINKAND

WILDROOT... IT GETS HER
EVERY TIME!

TUBE -FORMULA

Wild root’

Grooms Clean as a Whistle
Quick as a Wink
NEW
NEW

Two industrial arts intersession
workshops,
transister theory and
A
i
, Maj. Bob Bushworth,
said yes- principles of machines for school
- terday an X15 rocket ship pilot workshops will be offered by San
who flies through inferno-like heat Jose State College from June 18
could expect to be "cool and com- to June 22, according
to Joe
fortable" instead of in the hot
West, dean of summer session seat.
The transistor workshop, for
Rushworth said his only awareness of flying through record tem- high school and junior coileg,
peratures of 1250 degrees faren- teachers, will provide detailed inheit Tuesday was "popping and struction on theory
and circuitry.
cracking" caused by heat triction
Phileo representatives will assist
on the plane’s fuselage.
"Outside of that." the Air Force in the instruction, the dean indi!pilot said, "it was a very Com- cated.
fortable l rip. I couldn’t see the
The workshop on machines for
parts of the ship that were school shops will include demonscorched by the heat. however."
strations, sturdy and practical work
Air friction became so intense dealing with principles. selection
it turned the leading edges of the ; installation. cam-c. and presenitX15 a fiery red and seared paint lion of school -shop machinery.
on its metal "skin" an alloy
A $12 enrollment fee will be
which is mode is, withstand 2000 rimmed for the one -unit workDean West said.

quick -dissolving tube formula works faster and
cleaner than eser.
non -greasy tube formula actually disappears in
your hair, leaves no sshitc residue on your comb.
long-lasting tube formula keeps your hair in place.
Maybe your girl vita muss up your hair, but not
much else will. Gise new tube-formula Wildroot
-,/
a try. You’ll like it!

0 ship o the New World (in 1492) 0 rocket to the moon in 196’)

O

Is it true
that "clothes
make the man?"

0 Yes

DISCOUNT
2c & 3c wi

I\IRJA0

NEW

X-15 Pilot Reports
Rocket Flight ’Cool’
Despite 1250 Heat

Two Shops Offered[
In Industrial Arts

L&M gives you

MORE BODY

Examples of year-around oil prices:
Shell X-100, Triton, Veedol,
Havoline, Valvoline, Richlube
qt. can 380
Castrol
qt. can 50e
100% Eastern Bulk
qt. 190
2 -Gal. Sealed Can, 100% Eastern
$1.29
Cigarettes
package 22a

in the blend,

100+

PURITAN OIL CO.
4th 8, Williams

6th & Keys

10th &

Taylor

choose your

c\1

present brand?

7 "Smoked around" till I found it
Stir-A with the one I started with

Get Lots \lore from I

Octane Ethyl

92+ Octane Reg.

) How did you

MORE FLAVOR
in the smoke,

MORE TASTE
through the filter
It’s the rich-flavor
leaf that does it!
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56 COLLEGES VOTED:
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Voters Elect Poli Sci Interns
Three New Work for Agencies

Senate Rejects Move
To Restrain Talkathon councilmen
1’1’1 t
.1SI I INGTDN
...tate decisively rejected a bipar,,,n move yesterday to curb a
wilthern talkathon against the
administration’s voting rights bill
Jim the leadership immediately
.,inched a new effort to gag de-

virlvd dutSii one cloture move and
then refused overwhelmingly to
kill the voting rights measure itself.
At this point, senate leaders
filed another eloture petition in a
renewed effort to halt the southern talkathon.
the
succession,
senate
In lanai
The second
seco
petition Was filed
by the bipartisan leadership after
southerners objected to an agreement which would have brought
a final vote on the bill in another,
nine hours.
ser, Barry
The second cloture vote teal,
’1
CHICAGO (U1,
I come Monday. This became autoGotdwater, R-Ariz., Tuesday night
matte when the senate agreed to
rowed to make the steel price dm- recess until then.
pate it leading campaign issue in
After the 54-43 vote against
this year’s congressional elections. I cloture- gag rule-- the senate vat"While I am not up for re-elec-led 64-33 to defeat Senate Demotion myself. I will campaign vig- , cratic Leruler Mike Mansfield’s.,
musty on the issue of whether motion to table his measure, which:
President Kennedy may dicate to would outlaw unfair literacy tests 1
American business," Goldwater , in federal elections.
,
told a news conference.
Mansfield and Senate GOP
President
the
"has
said
Leader Everett M. Dirksen, III.,
lie
nothing to say about what prices cosponsor of the legislation, opcharge.
can
L’S. Steel
posed their own tabling motion
"If he wants that power, I sug- hut offered it to get a clearer
Constitution
the
gest he get
vote on the merits of the issue.
amended," Goldwater said. "1
Before filing his second cloture,
don’t like the President of the petition, Mansfield tried to get
United States calling U.S. Steel unanimous consent to limit further.
of
and debate on the bill to nine hours ’
no. officials
I don’t think the President’s starting yesterday. But Sen. Richfather would like it," he said.
and B. Russell ID-Ga.), leader of
Goldwater said inflation does the southern bloc, objected.
not result when there are inSenate leaders had settled on the
creases of wages and prices "that
are needed by workers and in- tablingstrategy as a test of opinion on the bill itself because such
dustry.
"The inflation increases when moves cannot be debated.
j
taxes increase and deficit spending
,unues." he said.

Goldwater Finds
Campaign Issue

Each year. the department oi
political science and public administration supervises an interndirection
Jose count -amen, ship program under the
’t ince now
Dr. John T. Ballard, associate
including the city’s first woman of
professor of political science, placmember, swept into office in Tuesing public administration majors.
day’s run-off election.
in part time jobs with governIncumbents Mayor Paul Moore
mental agencies.
Ind councilman George Siegfried,
According to Professor Ballard,
eh() ran second and fifth in the
primary, lost their seats in the the emphasis is on quality of performance rather than on running
six-way race.
A comparatively small total of large numbers of students through
26,984, 01. 30 per cent of registered the program.
"The program he 1 ps students
voters, cast ballots in the election.
Clyde L. Fischer, mortician and put ideas picked up at school into
former councilman, led the re - Perspective. Too, it teaches the
turns with 17,808 votes. His ma - internees things they could never
said Professor
fling mate’ housewife Mrs’ Vir- learn in class,"
1g5innia1Shaffer, placed second with Ballard.
Graduates from the internship!
Dr. Joseph Pace, local physician, ,ind scholastic program hold posi-,
improved from his fourth place tions as director of finance for the
finish in the primary to capture city of Santa Clara. assistant city
13,871 votes.
manager of Sunnyvale, budget diMoore placed fourth with 11.971. rector of the county of Los Anwhile Attorney Wester Sweet had geles and assistant city manager
/4395 and Siegfried 8036 votes.
of San Leandro.
Mrs. Shaffer, who missed early
"I’m searching for the person
vote tabulations because of a who wants to go into city mannight psychology class at SJS, im- agement, bugeting, analysis work
mediately called for a "better reanti other executive positions,"
lationship with the city manager." , Professor Ballard said.
"I think the council should be
"Our program is growing at this
more fully informed by the man!time," he added "We’re actually
ager’s office,’ site added, referring
getting to the point where governto the recent Callison parking
mental agencies are requesting
meter fund scandal.
!people from our department to do
City Clerk Frank Greiner anin erns tips."
nounced that the new council will
be seated June 2. A new mayoi
,vill also be elected by the council
at that time.
Council traditionally has elected
its senior member as mayor. hi"
con-ling to this tradition, Vice’
Dean of Students Stanley C.
Mayor Robert Welch would be in Benz yesterday reminded student
line for the position.
leaders that it is their responsi-

’Control Conduct,’
Says Dean Benz

SPAIJITAN DAILY-5
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Kennedy Labels U.S. Differences
With Adenauer ’Quite Natural’
WASI INGTON UPI,
President Kennedy said yesterday that
U.S. differences with West German
Chancellor Kortriul Adenatier over
this country’s Berlin proposals are
"quite natural" and not as great
as they may appear.
Kennedy told his news conference that Adenatier’s government
has not objected to the concept of
U.S. proposals for international
control of access routes to the

Minneapolis rttii and the Tribune
and the Detroit papers, the Free
Press and the Nevis. He said Labor Secretary Arthur J. Goldberg
wookl be glad to be of use in the
disputes.
Said he was pleased at the
mstilts of state primaries in the
last few days. particularly Florida and Texas. Asked if he would
make any endorsement in the
Texas runoff, he said he would
not because Texans would resent
any outside interference.

hope, however, that Russia would
throw its support behind efforts
to restore the cease-fire at, that
conferences aimed at forming a
neutral coalition govenunent could
continue.
The President said Premier Ni-!
kits Khrushchev committed Ruesia to support a cease-fire in
Vienna last year.
MISINFORMED
The President also:
Said many people were being
"badly misinformed" by savings
arid loan associations and other
opponents of his proposal to haw.
a withholding tax on interest and
dividends. He emphasized this
would not be a new tax, merely
a new method of collecting one.

Reiterated his position that
the government would not intervene in labor disputes that do not
substantially affect the "health
and safety" of the nation. He
made the statement when asked
a spreading construction
Expressed hope that a "speedy about
workers
strike in northern Caliin
the
solution can he reached"
fornia.
strikes ;if fe,.t int.!

PRES. JOHN P. KENNEDY
... U.S. not over-optimistic
Red-encircled city. The sticking.
ooint, he said, is the makeup of I
1,e control machinery.
Ire said the West German chan!tor has never objected to the
ited States conducting exploratory talks with Russia on Berlin
but only commented they prob.,
ably wouldn’t get very far,

TALKS CONTINUE
"These talks are going to conbility to control the conduct of 1 tinue." Kennedy said.
He said the United States has
fellow students in group activities.
He told presidents of SJS living never been "unduly optimistic"
croups. fraternities and sororities, that they would succeed. But he,
-You are chosen leaders. If each said Berlin is a "dangerous" situ-de of you would guide the con-’ ation and that every effort should
riet of the people in your own be made to resolve it.
Quoting Winston Churchill’s fa-,
house. the college would have virmous phrase, the President said
troubles."
disciplinary
no
tually
I union" in Laos offered the best
By ROBERT 111 \ \ 1.11OFF
it is always better for governCANBERRA, Ala-. ralia I UPI t - ! hope of preserving that country’s ’ The meeting was described as ments to "jaw-jaw than to war by.
prompted
not.
"preventative,"
Secretary of State Dean Rusk j "peace, neutrality, independence
war."
specific instances of misconduct.
urged the Free World yesterday! and unity."
Turning to the Far East, KenstateDean
Benz
circulated
a
to help stop the C o m in ii nist
Said that Australia and New
nedy said the Communist seizure
with
in
cooperation
prepared
"gangster war of tenor and as-! Zealand recognized that, in the ment
of Nam This, the royal governsassination" in South Viet Nam.! b se nc e of "meaningful agree- ASB Attorney General Gary Olyrn- ment stronghold in Laos, was
informed
by
the
manA short time later, a commu- ment" with the Soviet Union to more fully
"clear breach" of the cease-fire
nique issued at. the end of a two- end nuclear tests, the United ages not urge that students be in that country.
day meeting of the Artzus Pact States had tat, alternative hut to arrested. booked. fingerprinted and
The chief executive expressed,
Council expressed full support of conduct its current series of nu- given a police record. However.
when a student seriously violates
current measure being take to clear tests in the Pacific.
Called attention to the fact the law, he should be treated in
help South Viet Nam defend itself against the Cotnmunist. at- that the mutual defense obliga- , the same manner as any other
SPUR will be interviewing pertacks "fomented, directed and sup- tions of all three nations applied citizen."
Dean Benz reminded students sons interested in running on it in the event of armed attack not
ported from North Viet NE1111."
that they may be subject to trial I ticket for class elections, accordRusk made his statement dui.- I only to their mainland areas but
by the ASB judiciary even if ar- ing to Pete McGrath, spokesman
ing a speech at an Australian par- j to any island territory under their
prosecuted by civil au -1 for the group. Anyone interested
liamentary dinner which followed ituisdiction in the Pacific, a fact rested and
half thorities for instances of miscon- should appear at the College UnUnited States, Australian and I that would include Australia’s
!,,ra ioniorrov 7 p iii.
dor,
New Zealand treat y talks
which the three nations reviem.,-mutual defense problems.
The Anz us members cone,
treed on Southeast Asia probler,
amid reports that Australia wet
send a token force of jungle fieh
log experts to South Viet Nam
Under New Management
advisers. However, Australian I..
sa
Townley
tense Minister Athol
he had heard nothing about su,
reports.
In the communique, the th,,
powers also:
Called u pun Indonesia a,
the the Netherlands to ref:,
from the use or the threat ,
force in settling their dispute o\
New Guinea.
O Appealed to both PO, ’
give United Nations Actin
retary General Thant their trill
support in seeking a peaceful settlement of the issue. and "noted
with approval" Thant’s efforts 1,,
solve the controversy through diplomatic negotiations.
Expressed belief that efforts
in form ’’it co,,,,, J,, ,,, ,1 71,0
(This Friday, Saturday. and Sunday Onlyl

L.
1

Aid for S. Viet Nam
Asked of Free World

"LOVE IS
A SNAP"
"Girls used to just
smile. Now they
pucker. It happened so
suddenly, the day I
put on these Rapier
slacks. Sorry girls, ray
heart belongs to Al-."
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Psych Tests 6 Departments Poll So
Start May 18 To Participate sh owing

6--41P ART kV 11117.T
Thursdria. May 1(1, 1a62

Non-Resident
Status (heck

In Pre-Reg

Has Class
U.S. Politics

mueh Ifs f sts:
The SJS polittcal Science ite- lets-tic,’ betataal the ta..,.,,,
jot’s learned during the:.
partment offers a course eape- and Repuhlicans and
designed for foreign site dPnloccutie principles andAmerican
’,US"! This is Just ,what the deRisoann." eon -re -:Heat -:.dents
their rein any of six
i
Students majorng
the fundamentals lations to other COtIllIl’IPs.
(i
alekilltliS.
explaining
qualify
to
out.
ili
find
partment is trying
who telleae that they a
departments participating in
system.
political
American
eYoshitaka
01
the
Hasegav.a.
13.
Se)t.
a Japan.
far residence status by
To help determine the effective- Minuted .pre-regbitmtion and atlThe fice-ttnit classes are geared ese exchange student Ilk’
ahoald contact the residence clerk
:his:Lila:hut .sinatyulslit. m a k e appoint-. to the needs of foreign students, Watauirs special
r
tests
offered.
courses
the
of
eau",
nes.;
.
<
in the .ldmiasiona office. Window
MOUS N I
E.
Watson.
to
Dr.
James
Watson
according
’
brings
about
good
senions
to
given
he
iire
to
thtuginn to
4. ries aline to Stun Milioto, adSJS assistant professor of polit- class. But I think there is fr.,,,
ato graduate. The program will infleet..
itti,s:ona
Departments embarking upon ical science and education. The much emphasia on
laa
ge,,,,t
.a student once ela.ssified as a
volve two testing periods to be tih;dett(n.,eoviv:spIroNgruat.sminagrei:fit:,lemmeeni.t:caro_y
class was origirutted last semester things in A in e r i c a are.
noa-reialent is not aid...maths:ally
Other
/
chosen by the students themselves.
tel
18
students.
count ties are just as 6t6:6s61
lit
with
capacity
in
Ntiliota explained.
0217 1-7
dates: nannies, Engineernr:. English and Special emphasis is placed on ex- areas. This ovetemph,...:s is other
Mailable
r4Meral
HIV
There
ncc:,,:ticaticin will he more;
. plaining the American party sys- the things that makes foreign
May 17, IS, 21, 22 and 23. The
imp alaia than ever next semesmuNI;thheeinaNtiretstUral Science depart- tem, the electoral sy,tem. the (111.dislike:Pres:linTIK)nu,tdv atith. iAs:aeli:::)..iii,i, r
.
time required for the exam is
le . heva...se tilittat for nonresi- I
mem is ids. participating hut III.’
Al-Ghunaim.
exchana, cludem
dent student: ’except foreign stuabout two hours, according to a tors, pre -professional majors in.
d ;its on It :tad: ni visa has been
"11111111.11ft release from the Psychology de--. seience education minors ar:.
"that it is
it e:easel by an action 111 the
ed to take the program of . . .
very good class ’I
partment.
nervalatrtionlit.
legUilat
last
advisers
by
signed
aheet,
This test will in no way affect
For those :students taking a full
’i’valion for the Home Ee’nester. to the departmental flit i raailas department
banquet,
liks’":1:14iatillb(1-1Z
the graduation or grades of the
has been
program. the it,
May that a special class
for new instructions.
it held. because
23, should be made in HE19 by toraised liom 8127.50 to $180 per
students, it was explained by Dr.,
In
other classes, it is hard far
From advisers, majors will re- morrow, according to Joy Snipe,
the
semester. l’. ft part-time students.
Edward Minium, head of the psy- ecive an Advisement and prestudents Ii compete
publicity’ chuirtnan for the event. foreign
th.reh,\einceil,Les,:sst:::ty,,,,r.,e,.n
onlywith
to
the increas. ;-. fror; sa’ lo
chology department.
.egistration card after agreeing
Reservations for the 6 p.m. dinper unit.
ner natty be made for $2.50. DorAll senior ansycholol,,y majoix upon If program.
Pre-registration will take place I mitory residents pity $1.50 plus a students who shim proficiency in
WHOA!Last year’s Kappa Delta sorority’s pushcart relay
are urged to participate by taking
ality 31 -June 1.
I meal card. The banquet will be writ tenraeititidlinstgatkisenintl-,..tnig,iliseh.if not
entry is pulled to a stop by Steve Dunn (L) and Lenny Steffen,
the test. said Dr. Minium. They
"If our program works well, 11 held in the faculty dining room of
both Lambda Chi Alpha. Kappa Delta driver Julie Freitag hangs
extensive," said Dr. Watson. We
are asked to come to (1157 to may be expanded on." said Dr, the cafeteria.
on tightly as her pusher Sigma Pi’s Bob Downey (background)
sehedule dates for the tests. All Kenneth Hutton. assistant prolesThe annual banquet will feature " aver the EI’ de r a list papers.
slows his pace. Friday the pushcarts will come equipped with
slit’ "I. biology. "II could become, guest speaker, Leonard McConnell, , -Freetkim and Responsibility in
tests begin at 2:30 p.m
aiel brakes to eliminate the human breakers.
./
by next year," he ! president of the Cherry Lane I the American Way of Life" by
;mptis-wide
arl Baker, and -The Strati
multibillion -dollar northern Cali -I
aided. There will be 4-5000 stu- I Hanle anti School club, San t a C,
budddig induatry laced the
0. flSt
dens participating in the program’ Clara, and noted author and social Career of Jim (’I-tic" hy C. yar.;
NI...eta:ad
ous
getra-al shutdown yesInt a: ;
I worker.
,:fliSIffi tt 1/1INVeil
: The Iguana,’ is in honor of out. a.................
ci
itw 35,000-membet
atanding senior girls and scholari WEDDING GOWNS
Labore:s Union.
-laps will be awarded.
I FORmat5
COCKTAil. DRESSES
Repre-eatat iv es ta the union m
Chairman for this year ’s prat- 1
I/2 OF F O R MORE
and the Northern Califo-nia Con, am is Marilyn Davis. Advisers
Sales & Rentals
assn. met
st; (ICI t/mployers
ri E
re Dr. Laurence Smarden, pro(WILL ALSO BUY)
’Yoe day in .. five and one-halt
, tssor of child development and
Dressmahlng & Alterat;on Serr;ta
II0/101’s for graduating seniors family relations, Mrs. Margaret
hour negotiating session.
the Washburn who have achieved distinction in rlylling and Mrs. Fern Wendt.
THE MAD HATTER
Alltr the meeting, contractors. Editor’s Note: Thk is the fourth and On Hackett will push for the, Lane 1 will hold
fi-I
’
r
e- 6n
e
10 a.m. 5 p.m.
hall entry. Shirley Williams will the academic field during their assistant professors of home etas
Cu. i:1 8 p.rn
annatinced Thai they WIoulti malts- l;th :trittc6lael Inan6t6d;
AZI;Irta qoutsh37440 Fre,,o,t 81.d
SY 1.4446
With Lane 2 being empty. Lane’ drive the cart while Toni Oallaher, four yeats of college work will be
and vacation cart relays to he run tomorrow.
ft
Jim
Parks,
Bill
Bolden,
Barry
will be tilled by Sigma Alpha
awarded next Wednesday at the
packaae nitua. yesterday in an at
I:I/satin fraternity. Dri ving the Peterson, Mike Brogliatti, Jim fourth annual achievement banlt tiARY ANDERsON
to end the strike which has
Zimmerman and Neil quet, presented by the SJS Divi:I .’ad y idled 12,000 workers on . Tomorrow at the Santa Clara SAE cart will be Gary Sharp, Pryor. Jim
SENIORS - GRADUATES - JUNIORS
...witty fairgrounds the 14th edi- while Ed Grant, Abe Garcia, Tom Grenzebach will act as pushers. sion of Business.
e.as valued at 8375 million.
Robert Gros, vice president and
tion of the Landxla Chi Alpha Murphy, Dan Sheldon anti Lee The later three will be used aa
public relations manager for the
pashcart relays is expected to at- James will supply the cart with, alternates.
Invest - Protect
tract several thausand people to manpower.
Chi Omega sorority will occupy Pacific Gas & Electric co., will
Win your letters in style!
-nu, last event of the first round Lane 3. Driving the Chi Omega address those in attendance. His
witncss the pushcart competition
Your Education
at :1 pm. and to watch 21i araan- :sill be ran in the B division. The cart will be Kathy Westiund. subject will be -The Winds of
izations participate in It pre -race eontestants will he Washburn hall while Gary Francis, Warren Allen, Freedom."
Get a Better Job
’Intl Chi Omega sorority.
Sharpen up in
parade.
Richard Burton. Ron Carlson and
The banquet, to be held at 6:45
Bill Cambell will supply the male p.m. in the Santa Clara county
Permanent - Summer
Today will mat k the last rt; .
super-slim
fairgrounds pavili.m, is actually
practice for the 27 organza’
’uPlYnt.
Because it’s a single elimination sponsored by divisional organizathat are entered in the pushca
( trculate vow ’I toitlis itt lilt
competition. In event Ni, S three
race, all of the losers will put. tions. including Alpha Eta Sigma.
R ’rite for Brochure S-6
Industrial
...tanizat1o.as frail the It division
;:way their carts until next yttir Chi Sigma Epsilon. the
aid comr..te.
after the first round races, except Relations and Personnel ManageMake your goal the quick and
itie winners who will continue in ment club, the Marketing club
In Lane 1 wilt he Alpha ()micompetition until there is hut one Pi Omega Pi, the Real Estate and
easy way... in low-riding, tight....on Pt torna it y. Pam Wheier
title!
"Bus
of
the
Year"
was
the
undefeated team. This team must Insurance club and the Society
fitting, sliver -slim Pipers! No
will drive the AOP cart while Pill
given to Dr. (7arl D. Duncan! win four consecutive heats to be for the Advancement of Manage33 West 42 St., New York 36, N. Y.
cuffs and no belt.., hidden Side
Dias. Huh Mitchell, Rocky Lilian.
e11,iii:nan if the Natural Sciences’ erowned the 1962 relay. champion. ment.
Ii in Phillips. Rod Gat-irk:Isom Pa’
tabs handle the hold-up. In
area at the annual Executive’
’Burtch, Steve Schlitsbera and
washable Du Pont Dacron*polyNight dinner given by the Blossom:
the
YPI111/1CMIC Wi:i
ester blends; also colorful all Valley chap?’.- of the National
if
t
TI1711
manpower.
Thre
e
cotton fabrics. Get a few pair
SPCI’etarirs* assn. at the Red Fox
duea!:ernan,
pushers
will
act
as
at stores that know the score ...
Den last Friday night.
ing actual competition
$10.95.
$4.95 to
The dinner is an annual event
Lane 2 will be orcupied by
during National Secretaries’ week.’
ma Kappa sorority. Driving tin
Dr. Duncan, along with other’
Sigma Kappa entry will he Shawl, -bosses," was given tests on word
King. whila Bob Bailey. Br,.ce usage and spelling.
7.,:orman, Stuart Richards, Jo h n
His top score earned him a
Shaw, Leorge Lawson and Mike trophy and the title of "Boas of
tiandevs will push.
the Year."
Royce hall will romad (rut the
Other college personnel attendeighth event by filling Lane 3. ing were Dr. Duncan’s secretary
driv,:.
for
T.,. girt, are competing
M’s. Florence E. Kellenberger..
911 the Royce hall team. Pat Wag- Miss Mary Mattison, secretary in
ner or Kathy Bromnge will he the the Instructional Television degr’l driving the rail while Mel partment, Mrs. Gaither Martin.
Raley, Al Kelly.Don Martin Bid coordinator of ITV, and Mrs.
wiii sup- Yvonne Anderson, assistant proHyland and
ply the mutivat
busineas.
Event No. 0 w611 be the I .s,
first round ta ;:t in the uris
BUSY BOB
division. Only two squads ale en 1P11.1.YW(X.i1) m UPI) - - Bobby
lei era one representine Sigma Pi Dal in is la oked solid until Novemfraternity and the other seam, her 1.’62 in a withering schedule’
Alpha Epsilon fraternity.
ail may’. a, nightclub and personal
In Lane 1 will he Sigma PI. Jim appearances. He completed "State’
fliussi will dritP the (-1.1 woile Fair- ft 20th Century-Fox in,
Ntike Bennedeti, Dave Ewe. line. Iittle it, start filming as star of
Bob Farnquist. Doh Kolbly and Stanley Kiamer’s "Point Blank."

Home Ec Plans
Special Dinner

7:11dtil thnisumhthtdi’ils. "lit

Calif. lidders Face
General Shutdown

art Relays Tomorrow Banquet To Honor
ark 14th Annual Event Graduaiing Seniors

’Boss of Year’ Title
evezt 1.0 Dr Duncan
At Annual Dinner
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Intramural Play
Krikorian

Intramurals participants found
thernselves in the middle of an action-packed week of sports activity today as Dr. Dan Unruh’s program lists three new sports on the
schedule in addition to the regular
softball program.
Co-ed doubles volleyball started
yesterday, golf starts today and
the intramurals track and field
meet will be held Sunday.
T h r. volleyball tournament
featured seven doubles teams
competing with the second
round of action to be held today
on the women’s volleyball courts
at 630 p.m.
The golf tourney, with awards
going to the low individual scratch
score and runner-up score and the
low individual handicap score
(Calloway system) and runner-up
score, will run through May 22 at
Pleasant Hills golf course. Seventeen men have entered, and must
pair off in two 18-hole rounds.
The intramural track and field
meet preliminaries will start Sunday morning at 9:30 a.m. Finals
will start at 1 p.m. All events will
have preliminaries except the 660
and 1320 yard runs.
Entry changes for the meet
must be in by 2 p.m. Friday afternoon.
Fraternity entrants will compete separately from independents. The possessor of the top
time or mark and the runner-up
will receive all-college awards.
Charlie Clark, Jeff Fishback
and Jose Azevedo will officate the
meet along with representatives
from each competing organization.
All representatives will meet with
the three track men in MG201 today at 3:30 p.m. to discuss their
duties.
Fraternity softball results of
Wednesday’s action include a 13-0
shutout of Sigma Phi Epsilon by
Theta Chi; a double forfeit loss by
Lambda Chi Alpha and Phi Sigma

JOSIE’S
PEE WEE GOLF
Between 8th and 9th on
E. Santa Clara
Open daily II to 77

Just

35

for
18 HOLES OF GOLF
Snack Bar
15c HOT DOGS
Just for fun,
Come in today!

C4111116NT (41461, tnt COCA.COL COweerle

Kappa; Pi Kappa Alpha’s extrainning 9-7 win over Theta Xi to
grab undisputed possession of
third place; Sigma Chi’s 6-3 i,!
over Delta Upsilon with a tith
run homer by Larry Brunner leadbig the way, and Sigma Alpha
Epsilon’s 5-2 win over Sigma
to hold an undefeated position
the league.
In the Wow pitch league, Iter
Street Raiders trounced thi
Pink Tubber.: 13-1 with an eight
run rally in the second inning
doing the bulk of the Job. Reed
Street hatters elouted three
home runs during the contest.
Omega Tau Alpha dumped Newman Knights 10-2. The game was
played under protest by Newman
because "the umpire stated the
wrong rules."

Wins Again
In Net Play

Spartan tennis coach Butch Krikorian beat Garth O’Malley 6-3,
7-5 Tuesday to advance to the
third round of the California state
tennis championships being held
at the California country club in
San Francisco. Net play continues
today.
Whitney Reed, ex-San Jose
State student and No. 1 rated
amateur in the nation, had a big
scare from a San Francisco architect and former Cal tennis
player when he had to go three
setis to earn his way to the third
round.
The No. 1 -seeded Reed, with his
soft game ineffective because of
a high wind, finally stood back
and outslammed John (Sandy)
Walker 7-5, 3-6, 6-3. He went at
Bill Robertson will be allowed it yesterday with Elston Wyatt,
to compete for the Spartan bas- a navy officer who upset Stanketball team next year.
ford’s Yoshi Minegishi 6-1, 6-1
West Coast Athletic conference Tuesday.
officials in a weekend meeting at
Eighth-seeded Kiikorian played
St. Mary’s, decided to accept San Joe Woolfson yesterday afternoon.
Jose State’s plea for leniency in
Other seeded players also were
the Robertson case.
I easily victorious. Cliff Mayne deA ruling last spring would have feated Dave Wilson 6-2, 6-2, Jim
taken Robertson’s last year of eli- McManus (Cal) defeated Brian
gibility from him because he had Harty 6-2, 6-0, and Bill Hoogs
played while the number of fail- (Cal) defeated Jeff Brown 8-2,
ures on his record exceeded one- 6-2.
fifth the total units attempted.
Other men’s singles results:
San Jose asked that leniency be Norm Brooks defeated Don Morgranted because it wasn’t Robert- decai, 4-6, 6-1, 6-2; Bill Hepner
son’s fault that he played despite defeated Brad Hodgman 7-3, 6-3;
tieing ineligible. It was pointed out Tom Fdlelson defeated John Burt
thta Robertson had no idea that 6-0, 7-5; Bob Siska defeated Jack
he was scholastically ineligible.
Teach 6-3, 6-1; Don Jacobus defeatThe Spartans were forced to for- ed Jack Horn 6-4, 6-1: Gary Rose
feit two WCAC games last Feb- defeated Jim Frokik 8-6, 6-3;
ruary because of the Robertson Woolfson defeated Dean Penero
12-10, 6-3; Reed Witt defeated
Hajo Luenkemann 6-2, 4-6, 6-0;
Henry Kamakana defeated Clay
Bradley 6-3, 6-2, and Tom Brown
i defeated Bill Eavis 6-1, 6-1.

WCAC Rules
Bill Robertson
Can Compete

Gridders To Play
Oregon’s Ducks
In 1966 af Eugene

San Jose State’s athletic eoartment has announced that the
Spartan football team will play a
game against the University of
’Oregon Ducks at Eugene in 1966.
The Spartans and the Ducks are
already scheduled for games in
1962 1963 and 1964. The 1962 and
196:1 games will be played at
Eugene. Ore. The 1964 game will
be a home game for the Spartans.

r fir, orr,- 7,166 TRAbt1161166

sports
Thursday. M.,

Big Harry Edwards,
Barnes Top Threats

A mammoth (’III I) of 1711 atnSan Jose Slate will hae entries
letes, ranging from grammar in the following relay events: 440,
school relay runners to Olympic 880, mile, frosh mile and iLstanue
stars, will compete in the 36th an- medley.The strongest Spartan ennual running of the West Coast tries will be in the distance medRelays Saturday at Fresno.
ley and the frosh and vs. sit y mile
sPARTAN HAita
San Jose State track coaches relays.
Bud Winter and Dean Miller
The S.Is distance medley conhave entered a strong team of
tingent. t%IlIch has clocked 9:4730 athletes which will represent
.2 this season. includes WIll’e
-45 in nearly every event. Only
W1111311114 14401. Jose Azevedo
,tanford’s total of 33 athletes
(330), Ron Davis (1320) and
exceeds the Spartan entry.
Ben Tucker (mile). Tucker, who
The large participants’ list for has a best of 4:03.6, will also
Uchida will compete for the Spar- the Fresno classic includes 377 compete in the open mile.
entries from 27 universities, coltans in the 135 class.
The Spartans varsity mile relay
leges and clubs; 496 athletes from
This is the first year that the!
team, which has clocked 3:10.1
48 junior colleges. and 648 entries this year, will be composed of
intercollegiate championships have
from 78 northern and central Cali- Williams, Pete Petrinovich, Lynn
been held. Coach Yosh Uchida
fornia high schools.
Peterson and Bruce McCullough.
hopes that the Spartans will be
One of the top events will be McC’ullough is also slated to comthe initial winners in the tournathe open and intercollegiate high pete in the 400-meter hurdles.
ment.
jump where SJS’ Vance Barnes
Accordingthe SJS
Uchida is trying to lure the
16-101 will be a top contender.
! frosh mile relay team of Lloyd
tournament to San Jose State
Others in the event include Cali, Murad, Mike Gibeau, Larry he
next year.
fornia’s Gene Johnson (7-01,
The team will leave Friday for
Fall and Dwight Middleton will go
Henry
WyborWashington state’s
the two-day meet. San Jose an- ney 16-111. ex-Spartan Gene Zu- after the freshman national reco.-ri
nually has one of the top colbrinsky of the Striders (6-101 and , of 3:11.0 set by USC in 1960. The
legiate judo teams in the country. the Santa Clara Valley Youth VilSJS frosh have been timed in
This is the first time it will have’ lage’s Herm Wyatt 6-lot.
:1.12.0 this year.
to prove that it is the best colAnother big event will be the
legiate team in the nation.
discus where world record
holder Jay Silvester will be the
Big Auto
favorite. Silvester, who holds
Inseam Savings Announced
All male physical education ma- the world standard of 199-212,
Women and married men over
21. $70 less III dividend, or u net
jors and minors are asked to see has registered a 195-7 toss this
of $65 (based on current 17 per
their advisers for advisement year.
cent dividend). Single men under
25: 1252 lees PO dividend, or a net
about summer and fall semester
His chief competition will come
of $201.
$5,000
stomas Mel 16.11dry L1061141,,larod)cai
programs, tomorrow through May from Rink Babka (194-121. San
Property Damage and 1500
18. The advisers’ schedules arej Jose’s Harry Edwards (191-2 in
Payments. Other coverages at COT’swab’. savings. Payments can be
posted on their office doors and practice, Stanford’s Dave Weill
mad. once. twice or four times
Ve1 Call or write for full info..
on a bulletin board in the men’s (189-6,2i, Bob Humphreys of the ’
motion to George M. Campbell.
566 Alriole Avenue, Sunnyvale,
gymnasium. This program is man- Pasadena Olympians (184-10,21’
Slyest 1.1741 (day & nits).
datory for all men’s physical ed- and USC’s Jim Wade (190 feet in
ucation majors and minors.
1960.)
I

SJS Judoists Compete
In Intercollegiate Meet
Eleven men will represent San
Jose State at the Intercollegiate
Judo championships Saturday and
Sunday at the Air Force Academy
In Colorado Springs, Colo.
The meet will be divided into
six weight classes: unlimited, 195s,
1805, 165s, 150s, and 135s. Points
will be given for the top five places
in each weight division.
Leading the Spartans in the
unlimited division will be Gary
Alcorn who last week was
awarded a first -degree black
belt.
The team will have two members in the 195 pound class with
Gary Newquist and Larry Stuefloten making the trip.
Dave Sawyer and Greg Weaver,
who was awarded his black belt
last week, will go in the 180 pound
division.
Two of three men will go in the
165s. The final selection will be
made from Warren Minami, Dexter O’Day and Al Felice.
The 130 pound division will
find Spartans Lee Parr and Rich
Gibson vying for honors.
Either Les Nisamura or Dave

P.E. Advisement

1MlyJoye

Iowa $ta Lo .63

Golf Team Faces
British Columbia
. .

San Jose State’s golf team nears
the end of its 1962 golf season today when it takes on the University of British Columbia at San
Jose country club.
The Spartans wind up the year
Saturday against Stanford in Palo
Alto.
Going for Coaches Jerry Vroom
and Walt McPherson’s squad today will be Gene Miranda, Jack
Goetz, Harlan Krant z, Steve
Brown, Grant Hornbeak and Tom
Barber.
The Spartan one-two punch,
John Lots and Bill Aragona, will
t today.

CAL BOOK
REVIEW
THE LAST TEMPTATION
OF CHRIST
by Nikos Kazantzokis
(Bantam

BETWEEN CLASSES...

get that refreshing new feeling
with Coke!
Bottled under authority of

C

i’Cola Company by Coca-Cola Bottling Company of Sac Jose

.95)

To fell someone who hasn’t read
the book about the LAST TEMPTATION OF CHRIST, is like trying
to describe to child storm that
occurred "many years ago": you
may awe the child, but a real impression is most probably not imprinted. The majesty and intensity
are not conveyed; the fear and admiration are not communicated,
and the sounds are not therethe
all-important, soul -filling sounds of
rain, lightning and thunder, the
slashing, surrealistic, wind-swept
plains of third sleep.
And this would be lost to you if I
attempted an explication or metre.
polation of the LAST TEMPTATION
OF CHRIST. You must read it to
understand the new Jesus
the
beautiful, human, come -to -life Jesus; you will understand Judas and
the eternal why of Judas; you mint
well hand in hind with the now
Jesus as he travels the painfully
symbolic road to self-realization.
Just as Katantrallis’ ODYSSEY has
put the Homeric heroes on a plans
larger than the modern could ever
have realized otherwise; so too,
Kavantsakis has put Christ into a
framework that makes our knowledge of Him immediately meaningful and much more profound.
This is more than just 4 1110111111
book. It is contribution to understanding.
nor!,

CALIFORNIA BOOK CO.
114 E. San Fernando
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seats, a Thunderbird -type console, and smart appointments are all "ah" inspiring. Go debonair in the sleek
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